Guidelines for EBC’s in-church service as of August 6, 2020

New Addendum: As per Executive Order 1517 from August 4, 2020, wearing a face mask is “strongly encouraged “while” obtaining access to religious worship”.

We are requesting that people use their discretion when it comes to wearing a mask (< 6’ boundary). We have only a limited supply of masks, so please bring your own.

- Greeter will open doors of the church.
- We ask that anyone, regardless of age, that has a fever of any kind to please stay home.
- Lonnie will be in charge of coffee and everything that has to do with coffee! Be nice to her or there will be, “No Coffee for You!”.
  - Please try to maintain 6’ distancing. Instead of hanging out in the lobby after getting your coffee please continue into the Worship Center or outside.
- The Fellowship Hall side of the church will be closed since it will not currently be in use. Please enter through the main doors by the Worship Center.
- Adult Sunday school will meet in the main auditorium with no other Sunday School classes
- Collection plate will be at the back of the Worship Center and not passed.
- Worship Center was setup so every other row of seating is removed.
- If the seating capacity is reached in the main auditorium overflow will be in other classrooms with a live-stream while maintaining 6’ distancing.
- Restrooms will be setup to minimize germ spreading (e.g., trash near door).
Rows are 6’ apart and we ask that there is a **minimum of three seats separating families or people that were quarantined together**.

- Childcare/Nursery will not be provided, however, children are welcome to sit with their family. Please keep children with their respective family.
- EDGE will meet using social distancing guidelines.
- Recommended that the most vulnerable groups by age or preexisting condition participate online or watch the streamed service or watch the recorded service. Your decision.
- Hand sanitizer located in numerous locations throughout church.
- People on stage should not share a microphone.

Thank you for your understanding and patience. If you do not feel comfortable returning at this time we will be providing a live-stream and everything will be available online by Monday afternoon. If you have any comments/suggestions/questions please let us know and we will take them into consideration ([emmanuelmsu@gmail.com](mailto:emmanuelmsu@gmail.com)).